
Ice Cream
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Icy Cream

Fanshawe, Lady Ann

1651-1707 

Take three pints of the best cream, boil it with a blade of Mace, or else perfume it with orange
flower water or Amber-Greece, sweeten the Cream, with sugar let it stand till it is quite cold, then
put it into boxes, ether of silver or tin then take, ice chopped into small pieces and put it into a tub
and set the boxes in the ice covering them all over, and let them stand in the ice two hours, and
the cream will come to be ice in the boxes, then turn them out into a salvar with some of the same
seasoned cream, so serve it up at the table.

Wellcome Collection
https://wellcomecollection.org/works/tw7bkjtq/items?canvas=129
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Ice Cream Peddler

Modeleled by Jean Rachette (French)

Made in St Petersburg

1779-96 

Art Institute of Chicago
https://www.artic.edu/artworks/24611/ice-cream-peddler
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A covered dish for ice cream of porcelain (Italian)

1775-1800

Vertical composition with three parts of a porcelain ice cream dish. On the bottom, the bowl is
shown in profile with floral decorations, two handles on the side and knobs at the base. The
middle section shows the part of the bowl where ice cream is put. At the top, the cover of the
ice cream dish is shown with floral decorations.

Smithsonian
https://www.si.edu/object/covered-dish-ice-cream-porcelain:chndm_1901-39-2595

https://wellcomecollection.org/works/tw7bkjtq/items?canvas=129
https://www.si.edu/object/covered-dish-ice-cream-porcelain:chndm_1901-39-2595
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Ice Cream Pail (Seau à Glace)

Sèvres Porcelain Manufactory, French, established 1756
 
c. 1772

Smithsonian
https://www.si.edu/object/ice-cream-pail-seau-glace:chndm_1926-22-469-a_b
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The Repository of arts, literature, commerce, manufactures, fashions and politics

1809

Wikicommons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/

File:The_Repository_of_arts,_literature,_commerce,_manufactures,_fashions_and_politics_(1824)_(1475836
1176).jpg
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Design for a Painted Porcelain Serving Vessel ce Cream from the Dessert Service

Jean Charles Develly, French

1819-1820

Smithsonian
https://www.si.edu/object/design-painted-porcelain-serving-vessel-les-glaces-ice-cream-service-des-objets-de-
dessert-dessert:chndm_1989-13-28
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Caricature of two men and a woman eating ice cream

Louis-Léopold Boilly

1825

Rijksmuseum
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-OB-41.240

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-OB-41.240
https://www.si.edu/object/ice-cream-pail-seau-glace:chndm_1926-22-469-a_b
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Design for a Painted Porcelain Serving Vessel, 

Sorbets from the Dessert Service

Jean Charles Develly, French

1819-20

Smithsonian
https://www.si.edu/object/design-painted-porcelain-serving-vessel-les-sorbets-sorbets-service-des-objets-de-
dessert-dessert:chndm_1989-13-27
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La Café

1820

inside a cafe, a family of four sitting at a table by windows on the right, eating
ice cream or drinking juice, a dog by their side, a waiter in the left background
pouring coffee for an old man who is reading with a magnifying glass. 

Wikicommons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:La_Caf
%C3%A9_(BM_1861,1012.780).jpg
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Sorbettaro ambulante or Mobile sorbet-maker

Gaetano Dura 

A man standing, his right hand holding a sorbet; on the pavement, two baskets, 
one containing icecream, and the other cups 
Hand-coloured lithograph

Wikicommons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sorbettaro_ambulante_(Mobile_sorbet-
maker)_(BM_1896,0511.182).jpg

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:La_Caf%C3%A9_(BM_1861,1012.780).jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:La_Caf%C3%A9_(BM_1861,1012.780).jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:La_Caf%C3%A9_(BM_1861,1012.780).jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:La_Caf%C3%A9_(BM_1861,1012.780).jpg
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Around the tea-table

Carlo and the Freezer

1874

Appeared with a look of consternation, her cap-strings flying in the
cold wind. I tried to explain, but the aforesaid untimely hilarity
hindered me. All I could do was to point at the flying freezer and the adjoining dog and ask her to call 
off her freezer, and, with assumed indignation, de-mand what she meant by trying to kill my grey-
hound. The poor dogs every attempt at escape only wedged himself more thoroughly fast. But after a 
while, in time to save the dog, though not tos ave the ice-cream, my neighbor and myself effected a 
rescue. Edwin Landseer, the great painter of dogs and their friends, missed his best chance by not being
there when the parishioner took hold of the freezer and the pastor seized the dogs tail, and, pulling 
mightily in opposite direc-tions, they each got possession of their own prop-erty. Carlo was cured of his
love for luxuries, and the sight of a freezer on the back steps till the clay of his death would send him 
howling away

Wikicommons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Around_the_tea-table_(1874)_(14779014414).jpg

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Around_the_tea-table_(1874)_(14779014414).jpg
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